1. DEPARTED MUNICH 1200 HOURS 23 FEBRUARY FOR WASH.
HE HANDCARRYING LETTER TO SIX COPIES STUDY IN ENGLISH
ENTITLED "EICHMANN TRIAL EXPLOITED FOR DEFAMATION CAMPAIGN AGAINST
FEDREP BY EASTERN PROPAGANDA AND AGITATION".

2. LETTER EXPLAINS ORDERED BY CHANCELLORY FORWARD STUDY
TO GLOBKE ISSUED ORDER BUT WHEN QUERIED SPECIFICALLY EXPLAINED THIS JUST NOT GLOBKE'S IDEA BUT

3. APOLOGIZED FOR LETTER TO WHICH DRAFTED HURRIE LD
MORNING 23 FEBRUARY UPON RETURN FROM BONN. HE ALSO COMMENTED
ON HIS PERSONAL REMARKS ABOUT GLOBKE IN LETTER SAYING LATTER MIGHT
NOT APPROVE HIS HAVING MADE THEM. HOWEVER CONSIDERS GLOBKE
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VITAL MAN IN GERMAN GOVT AND HE HAS OBSERVED HOW THINGS FALL APART
WHEN GLOSTER NOT THERE.

4. AS LETTER POINTS OUT PURPOSE EICHMANN STUDY ONLY TO
SHOW EASTERN DEFAMATION CAMPAIGN AGAINST EDE REP. GAVE NO
ADDITIONAL REASONS WHY FELT IT NECESSARY USE G AS COURIER ON
SUCH URGENT BASIS. HE MADE IT CLEAR THAT IT NOT INTENDED THAT G SEE
TO DO THIS) AND THAT G REALLY NOT FAMILIAR WITH
STUDY WHICH BEST OUR KNOWLEDGE ACTUALLY PREPARED BY G
WHEN ASKED G SAID HE DID NOT HAVE IN MIND ANY
REQUEST THAT KUBARK ASSIST IN COUNTERING EASTERN CAMPAIGN.

5. G ALSO CARRYING COPY REPORT ON KRUSCHEV BRIEFING
DDR ECONOMIC DELEGATION EARLY FEBRUARY ON WORLD SITUATION. WE WILL
MAKE NO FIELD DISSESS BUT WILL FORWARD COPY G

6. ALTHOUGH G DID NOT INTEND THAT G MEET WITH KUBARKERS
OR RECEIVE BRIEFINGS HE HAS NO OBJECTIONS. RECOMMEND THAT DESPITE
SHORT NOTICE YOU ARRANGE SOME BRIEFING. HIS MAIN RESPONSIBILITY IS
TO SCREEN G REPORTS FOR DISSESS WITHIN G.

HE ALSO PROCESSES

SECRET

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
REPORTS. SUGGEST GENERAL BRIEFING AT LEAST ON TYPE INFO KUBARK

WOULD LIKE RECEIVE FROM C ON CHINA AND NON Bloc AREAS.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S comment: (1) leaving 23 February to handcarry study on
Soviet exploitation of Eichmann case to (1) who will request
appointment with (1) for 24 February.